EXPERIENCE DOMESTIQUE
Cycling Experience

Our three night/four day XD Cycling Experience gives guests a
comprehensive experience all Hotel Domestique has to offer. Our cycling
experiences deliver a comprehensive guest experience that includes the best
dining, the finest accommodations, and an unparalleled mountain setting.
Fully supported groups’ rides. These camps showcase the great riding in our
area and give an opportunity to meet other like-minded guests.

PRICING

A full deposit is required to secure dates.*

Single Occupancy

$

2,000

Double Occupancy

$

3,000

*Deposit is non-refundable but can be transferred
to another stay/camp one year from arrival date.

WHAT TO BRING
A sense of adventure, willingness to learn, and a
readiness for a once in a lifetime experience.

WHO’S IT FOR?
Come with a group of friends or by yourself and meet new
friends. This experience also runs during our XD Culinary
camps and is perfect for a spouse not looking to ride!

PACKAGE INCLUDES
Three nights of deluxe accommodation
All meals prepared by our Restaurant 17 staff and Chef Nick Graves
Trainer-led stretching and core building classes
Organized bike rides led by local experts - Rides range from 30-50 Miles

BOOKING

Professional bike mechanic to take care of all guest needs, including
daily maintenance, prep work, and post ride care/cleaning

For any questions about the camp or inquiries about specific availability
please contact our front desk at 864-516-1715 or guestservices@
hoteldomestique.com. We require a full deposit of the package amount

Support vehicle for each ride, staffed by a professional bike mechanic
Downtime to explore and enjoy Hotel Domestique and surrounding area
1 massage per guest to be used any time during stay

at time of booking and provide guest with best available room on firstcome-first-serve basis. In the event of a cancellation the deposit amount
can be credited to any reservation or package experience at the hotel
over the next calendar year.

REQUEST MORE INFORMATION
864-516-1715
7/24/2014

